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Abstract

Digital Twins constitute a class of innovative data-intensive network-based computing solutions based on real-time interactive simulations of physical systems – Physical Twins – in multiple domains, representing and predicting the states of complex systems (from bacteria to cities). However, the variety of Digital Twins proposed in literature makes difficult to shape a general definition for this class of computational tools (possibly merging with phygital systems). On the other hand, this is a sign of the versatility of Digital Twins, in both their own capability to solve heterogeneous problems in real world and to inspire novel approaches to handle the uncertainty in complex systems. Such advantages are also explored in fields like healthcare, especially considering domains of Digital Health and mHealth. Indeed, major efforts in research are pushing the methodological and technological boundaries of biomedical sciences, translational research, and precision medicine. Such efforts should be pursued for implementing Digital Twins helping, for instance, the human-centric optimization of the resources allocation in healthcare settings (hospitals, homes, and cities). This chapter will present the opportunity and the ethical issues of using these systems for foreseeing the future states of a person or a population (a need that certainly was highlighted during the COVID-19 pandemic) or a system including a medical device and its user.
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1 Introduction

Emulating and simulating complex systems are computational strategies [1] for understanding phenomena that could difficultly be investigated through traditional approaches based on experiments. Emulating a system implies that a behavior is replicated without necessarily modeling its internal state. Simulations typically also include a model of the inner structure and functioning of a system: through its output, a simulation can be used for validating such an internal model. Following and transcending these approaches, recent technologies called Digital Twins have emerged over the past few years in multiple domains – from robotic manufacturing to precision medicine [2-6]. The versatility of these solutions is accompanied by the impressive efforts in exploring their capabilities of predicting future states of complex systems through a (possibly) bidirectional real-time data flow. Such features are enabled by pervasive sensor networks (as in Internet of Things, IoT), advanced visualization options (like the various extended reality items) and high-performance infrastructures (as the 5G/6G) alongside big data analytics solutions (supported by systems for Artificial Intelligence, AI) [7,8].

This promising approach is described in this chapter before focusing on its health-related applications [9]: indeed, major initiatives in research are facing the challenge of replicating biological systems – in particular, biological agents or their organs – or the systems that include them (a setting like a home, a hospital, a city). The goal of developing Digital Twins in biomedical domains is obviously the improvement of our ways to understand and manage health issues and healthcare services (especially in terms of sustainability), and it is still in its childhood, often in research laboratories.

However, major issues must be discussed to appropriately handle the development of these (sometime) futuristic solutions, in particular when current technologies (as in Internet of Medical Things – IoMT – and mobile Health – mHealth) seem ready to bring them to us for promoting a change in our behaviours for self-care. This chapter will dedicate a section to two human-centric sub-topics - specifically: the Phygital Twins as intuitive solutions to explore a phenomenon, the ethical issues in twinning procedures and results. These constitute examples of potential next steps in making this domain grow without ignoring the human requirements. These topics are just examples of the challenges that must be faced for developing these technologies that promise to revolutionize our healthcare approaches.

2 Digital Twins

The recent intensive exploration of Digital Twins as data-intensive network-based computational systems is surely supported by cutting-edge advances in several domains, including data collection (environmental and wearable sensors,
IoT systems), data processing (AI, systems for machine learning and deep learning, solutions for big data analytics), and data visualization with interactive features (virtual reality, various types of augmented reality and mixed reality, and, in general, the whole class of extended reality solutions). In general, Digital Twins exploit these solutions to manage the challenges (e.g., sustainability) of complex and unpredictable systems in real world, from cells to Smart Cities [10-17]. Considering its most typical definitions, a Digital Twin needs a real-time connection between a set of items in the real world and their counterparts in a virtual world, based on data about the first and their multimodal computational representations. Even if the common goal of the Digital Twins implementation is to monitor, predict, and manage uncertain conditions in complex systems [18], their heterogeneous applications and integration levels makes difficult to generally agree on one definition for this class of technologies. Furthermore, a Digital Twin can model a real item like a structural or functional component, an asset, a system, a process: such a variety of representational levels affects the definition of Digital Twins with additional multiplicity. An analysis of this concept history (including the 2012 NASA roadmap about information technology and processing with focus on modeling and simulation) is beyond the scope of this chapter and can be performed according to reviews like [19-23].

Figure 1. This illustration depicts the hypothetical case of a Digital Twin computationally replicating agents (mainly: patients, clinicians) and events within a hospital. Its objective is to help the experts formulate a strategy for optimizing the healthcare services within the Physical Twin.

However, Fuller et al. [24] proficiently handled the task of describing Digital Twins (Fig. 1) and their applied domains, as discussed in [25]. The authors
highlighted how a Digital Twin is not a mere offline digital model that simulates a physical object (the Physical Twin). It must also be highlighted how a Digital Twin cannot be reduced to a digital shadow, which depicts a physical object and automatically adjusts its structure to it, while the Physical Twin can just be manually modified. According to the authors, a virtual system replicating a physical system should be fully labeled as a Digital Twin if its changes automatically replicate and influence the conditions of its Physical Twin. In such a case, we can acknowledge the bidirectional flow of data between digital and physical items of the twinning process [26]. Moreover, [27] considers the Digital Twin as an adaptive virtual model emulating the behavior of a physical system according to real-time data.

Through these features, the Digital Twin can be “played” by humans with specific expertise and decision-making roles (e.g., managers, engineers, designers) as an interactive simulation enabling the prediction of future issues in the real world based on past and current states and behaviors of the Physical Twin. This can lead to improve and optimize the physical system through interventions on policies and decision-making processes of experts evaluating the Digital Twin. According to literature analyzed in [28], it is possible to define a taxonomy of Digital Twins based on the features frequently occurring in most papers on this topic. For instance: the Physical Twin usually exists before someone creates its Digital Twin; the (raw and processed) data are bidirectionally exchanged between the twins and analysed; each item and its counterpart tend to be synchronized, identical, and physically bound; the Digital Twin can also interface two machines or a human and a machine (human-machine interaction, HMI). Anyway, the ongoing outburst of novel DT-based concepts keep defying these categories: this is the case of the “Digital Triplet” [29,30], an AI layer dedicated to assist the human decision-making according to the DT output.

Among the recurring features retrieved in literature, bidirectionality in digital twinning (i.e., the process generating a Digital Twin and its relationship with its physical counterpart) does not constitute an obvious characteristic because a consensus on its definition does not seem concluded. Although many papers refer to “automated bidirectionality”, the feedback from Digital Twin to Physical Twin is often based on updating a designer or a manager with information to improve the Physical Twin according to predictions made by playing the Digital Twin during the product life cycle. This is highlighted by observing how a Digital Twin can be defined by its main scope [31]: (i) monitoring the conditions and the features of a Physical Twin, (ii) replicating the future patterns of the Physical Twin states, (iii) establishing direct interactions with a Physical Twin based on a cyber-physical system (in this case, we can talk about “operational Digital Twins”). The latter case could happen, even without any human intervention, through a Physical Twin enriched by actuated components that respond to automatic decisions based on parameters for optimizing the replicated system according to the replica-based predictions [32]. Obviously, such an automated bidirectionality is a feature with high requirements, scaling with the Physical Twin complexity and depending on ubiquitous infrastructures and high-performance telecommunication protocols [31]
for managing uncertain conditions in the computationally modeled real settings [33]. Additionally, they need advanced machine learning and deep learning systems to discover or to implement the optimal ways to modify the Physical Twin [34].

Such processes are actively explored in intelligent manufacturing solutions like [35] and, in order to make Digital Twins closer to real-world, [36] in cyber-physical twins. This term emphasizes the environmental influence on the physical object and the feedback from the digital world to the real world. The authors proposed this new type of twins to improve the product development processes, which can be empowered beyond the advantages offered by Digital Twins [37] to make simulated experiments with virtual prototypes. Within this context, an interesting approach is based on the opportunity to program machines through Digital Twins experienced (even in teleoperation conditions) by the expert as the user of intuitive virtual reality interfaces [38]. Such a scenario discloses the potential of these advanced interactive simulations in robotics and human-robot interaction (HRI) [39]. However, there are unexplored ways to make this process more intuitive for the expert [40]. This could become viable by connecting a Digital Twin with a physical replica of the robot constituting part of the Physical Twin (this topic will be treated in the penultimate section of this chapter, within the sub-section on “Phygital Twins”) [25]. We can consider this as a result of a trend making physical and virtual items converge [41], especially in case the first are based on an embodied AI like a robot.

Interestingly, the main challenges of Digital Twins in HRI [42] can depend on the difficulty of representing the human component within the human-robot system. Such a barrier becomes even more challenging if we face the complexity of the human health and of the healthcare systems, as next section will discuss.

3 Healthcare Applications

The healthcare applications of Digital Twins constitute further challenges for this innovative technology. Indeed, fully modeling human beings (even organs or cells) is certainly beyond the technical capabilities of any device that can be developed nowadays. It is difficult to envision if and when a comprehensive Digital Twin of any living organism can be implemented (especially considering how cognitive-behavioural processes cannot be excluded from the domain of biological systems). However, it is possible to proceed through a pragmatic approach for devising interactive models able to assist the problem-solving procedures in specific subdomains, circumscribing issues that constitute constraints to our actions in understanding and improving the health conditions of a person for implementing precision medicine strategies [11,43,44]. Nonetheless, Digital Twins can be exploited in healthcare for modeling not only human beings but any system, process, and product [45] in order to optimize workflows and to improve clinical performance and health outcomes with minimal risk. Even the experiences of patients, doctors, and other stakeholders can become a target, ameliorating the healthcare services management as well.
Considering these scenarios, next sub-sections will propose exemplary applications of Digital Twins to healthcare, with special attention to the ones of mHealth as framework that remarks the opportunity of collecting data and offering feedback ubiquitously, especially to the patients. These examples constitute preliminary explorations in this field: they offer promising prototypes that can contribute to investigate and improve human health.

3.1 Digital Twins for Health

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2. A representation of the potential steps in Digital Twin generation and exploitation. The latter can be performed by AI systems and/or a human expert (e.g., clinician, researcher). It is also necessary to make the interventions automatic through digital feedback or mechatronic actuation (technically, these AI systems can be part of the Digital Twin itself within a cyber-physical system). However, human experts should always check the decisions implemented by the AI.
Fig. 2 represents a typical perspective of Digital Twin applications for biomedical research and healthcare: as introduced above, digital human modeling [46] is a real challenge for the current technological constraints. In order to collect information on the patients’ conditions and journey, wearable devices and IoT systems provided data should be combined with the ones derived from clinical procedures so as to approach the real-time replication of the individual. The study in [47], focused on the creation of a “perioperative Human Digital Twin”, lists different types of data that can be exploited for accomplishing this task:

- clinical electronic documentation,
- results of laboratory tests (including genotyping) and bioimaging,
- psychological tests (with special attention to stress and mood),
- patient-reported outcomes,
- medication consumption,
- remote patient monitoring,
- data from wearable devices for health tracking,
- exposomic data (from pollution to diet and urban safety),
- social media (e.g., text mining through Natural Language Processing),
- technology use habits (from smartphones to refrigerator),
- GPS (e.g., time spent on the gym and on the ice-cream store),

The authors [47] also discussed a set of requirements for generating Human Digital Twin that could display just information with high relevance for clinical decision-making. These Human Digital Twins should be based on features (partially discussed in terms of ethical issues in the third section of this chapter too) like:

- seamless integration into the clinical activities described into the actual workflow (without being unobtrusive and difficult to use);
- being widely available and affordable;
- interoperability between different systems for clinicians and patients;
- large evidence basis for the validation of their output (that should work as digital biomarkers and as recommendations for treatments);
- iterative processing for continuous learning to refine models of individuals and populations during the individual treatments;
- capability to accommodate all available source-independent data;
- reliable automated solutions for dealing with missing information;
- ability to mitigate biases inherently present in clinical data;
- standards of data security and privacy.

Overall, the largest set of individual data (potentially compatible with information from novel sources) we can afford according to the current limitations in information processing should be used for facing challenges like managing a viral infection [48], monitoring and anticipating the life course of an individual [49], predicting the therapeutic outcomes for developing novel pharmacological treatments [50], improving our own methodologies in biomedical research [51] –
Indeed, Digital Twins can be used by healthcare services and in scientific investigations as well. Another example can be based on the need of predicting the response to treatments during the first 24 hours of sepsis [52] through the advanced computational implementation of mathematical models and algorithms for replicating events across multiple functional stages of major systems in the human body (cardiovascular system, neurologic system, renal system, respiratory system, gastrointestinal system, blood system) and their inflammatory responses. Relevant biomarkers are visualized for enabling the medical doctors to take decisions on next interventions according to the patient’s expected responses, predicted according to the Digital Twins output.

Any Digital Twin of patients and their biological systems (from a cell to the person as a whole) can be exploited in different ways. Achieving a Digital Patient [53] is a strategy explored in multiple medical domains. It can focus on the heterogeneous effects and issues of a specific disease, as in the cases discussed by Voigt et al. [54], on Multiple Sclerosis, demonstrating the multiple types of data that Digital Twins can be applied in this domain in various ways. For instance, they can work as individualized innovative disease management solutions for helping people with multiple sclerosis to cope with the quite unpredictable progression of this disease, hitting different sensory, cognitive, and motor functions. AI techniques for the analysis of disease parameters – e.g., medical procedures, clinical and paraclinical outcomes, biomarkers, patient-related data, information on the individual life circumstances and plans, multi-omics – can generate a Digital Twin can be coupled with the patient’s characteristics. Such a virtual replica can help the clinicians handling large and complex datasets as coherent predictive information on degenerative diseases, contributing to a personalized healthcare plan. Such an approach may lead to standardized procedures for achieving individual clinical pathways, even supporting the clinician-patient communication to facilitate a shared decision-making process.

Digital Patients can also be adopted for appropriately improve highly critical procedures like surgeries [55,56]. In such a domain, the Digital Twin of a patient can be used for helping a physician or a team of doctors during activities like planning an operation or getting practice about a procedure on a specific individual (beyond the effectiveness of any simulator for the training of medical residents). The review in [57] discussed, for instance, the potential role of Digital Twins in improving the procedures for arthroscopic surgery education through the integration of diagnostic data, bioimaging, surgical practice, and intraoperative data. This would enable surgical skills training, preoperative planning, and novel databases of surgical simulations. The predictive capabilities of Digital Twins can also be employed for anticipating the consequences of surgeries. For example, the authors of [58] considered post-hepatectomy portal hypertension as a major cause of liver failure leading to death. This defines the need of accurately predicting such a complication for each patient. Thus, they proposed and tested (on a cohort of 47
patients undergoing major hepatectomy) a mathematical model implemented as a Digital Twin-like solution predicting the portocaval gradient at the end of the liver resection. The authors demonstrated that their Digital Twin prototype can inform the physicians for modifying the currently adopted algorithms for surgical decision-making.

Considering general medical decision-making, [59] discusses another aspect of the potential applications of Digital Twins in health domains: improving the workflow efficiency in a large medical procedural suite of Electronic Health Record systems. In such contexts, many processes could become erroneous, impairing the individual capability (and increasing the frustration of the medical doctors) to manage and optimize the workflow in real-time. The authors proposed a Digital Twin of the procedural suite enabling the process of making data-driven decisions, providing gastroenterology outpatient centers with long-term improvements.

Another example of medical optimization can be based on approaching the domains of Health Technology Assessment (HTA) and medical devices usability engineering. Indeed, Digital Twins could also be advantageous for virtually representing and assessing a medical device before planning and performing its clinical trials. This strategy could work for mitigating any predictable risk before the trials themselves. In [60], the authors address and discuss this, specifically referring to the development of endoscopic medical devices for minimally invasive screening and intervention. After facing ethical and safety considerations about in vivo animal studies and clinical trials for the evaluation of these systems, the authors propose the computational digital modeling of biological tissues and processes, medical devices, and their interactions in order to provide a set of cost-effective solutions for accelerating the evaluation of endoscopic devices and minimizing most risks in these procedures.

According to their observations, the development of a Digital Twin including the human gastrointestinal tract requires the reconstruction of the complex intestinal geometry according to medical images and a multi-physics model replicating the in vivo systems and processes. Certainly, the complexity in these items represent most current criticalities in the adoption of Digital Twin in healthcare, and they can be extended to the medical device personalization.

These examples certainly play a role within the organization of a healthcare center like a hospital. The complexity of these contexts additionally increases the burden of any Digital Twin that could be proposed for anticipating and managing the potential issues in a place inhabited by patients in heterogeneous conditions at different degrees of severity and by professionals operating on these critical situations. However, the impact of Digital Twin can surely be disruptive in improving the care processes, as in the trauma management cases discussed in [61] for introducing the opportunity of use intelligent agents in healthcare. The authors proposed innovation solutions for Digital Twins, integrating frameworks and approaches for modeling and design with computational agents.
They also foresaw a roadmap of research in this domain: investigating semantic models supporting agent reasoning about Digital Twins; pondering how agent-based Digital Twins could be helpful for devising and improving the future healthcare information architecture systems and standards; defining simulations to support the agent’s decision-making. This certainly includes even the information retrieval and the data mining for the Decision Support System (DSS) in medical domains [62].

Thus, Digital Twins can optimize processes at different scales (e.g., replicating cybersecurity criticalities) [63], encompassing smart environments (from the Hospital 4.0 to a Smart City) as in IoMT settings [64] (including homes enriched by sensors and systems for ambient intelligence). They can even simulate apparently narrow problems like the pathways of patients [65] or surely widespread ones like the safety of elder people [66,67]. Even the vaccination centers during the COVID-19 pandemic emergency were analyzed to be represented by Digital Twins [68]. The reference to the pandemic is not casual: the stress experienced by the healthcare systems forced the scientific-technological community to propose novel ways for optimizing the allocation of resources among frail people at risk.

This situation pushed the need of presenting solutions of sustainable and resilient healthcare based on decentralized services supported by approaches like Telemedicine and Telerehabilitation (including robotic systems), Digital Health and services of Connected Care, especially for older adults [69-72]. This situation unveiled the need of considering the complexity of these phenomena within wider frameworks like the One Digital Health to shape future technological ecosystems [73], starting with Smart Cities designed (and modeled through Digital Twins) for sustaining health and well-being through cost-effective solutions for countering public emergencies too [74].

Noteworthily, these solutions do not necessarily require advanced and expensive systems. Even if major research efforts should be made to propose effective Digital Twins for health in terms of capability to perform real-time simulations, even the currently common device like a smartphone can become a medium for exploiting their potential.

Next sub-section will discuss this point, showing how mHealth can be an exemplary domain of application of Digital Twin technologies, especially considering the patients’ journey.

3.2 An Exemplary Domain: mHealth

About mHealth, it is obviously possible to consider the mobile devices (and many wearable devices) as one of classes of information sources that may update a Digital Twin, monitoring the conditions of a patient (in order to inform the latter or
Digital Twins can also work for providing the Physical Twin with feedback aiming at intervening for a positive change. However, there are peculiarities in Digital Twin for mHealth that derive from the capability of mobile systems to be personal and portable, following “everyone everywhere”. For instance, the research in [76] aimed at exploring the perceptions of a 3D Digital Twin representing the anatomy of a person through a mobile application designed for promoting a behavior change in terms of health and weight management. Thus, this type of mHealth apps can exploit Digital Twin technologies through the advantages of mobile systems - convenience, easy access, automatic progress monitoring for delivering solutions addressing issues of societal concern like the obesity increase.

Literature has already remarked how avatars based on digital replicas – as the Digital Twins can be – of individuals can engage people in thinking about themselves and their difficulties, from emotion regulation to weight management. These virtual representations, experienced through mobile devices too [77-82], can be helpful for persuading the users in changing their behaviours in several contexts of daily life (thanks to the device portability). The authors in [76] moved their investigations from such a background to remark the importance of detailed and realistic depictions of one’s body as one of the main guidelines in this type of applications of Digital Twins. Indeed, they propose to focus upcoming research on the individual differences in anthropomorphism perception [83], a suggestion that can lead to advances in personalization and adaptive features of Digital Twins supported by mHealth apps for the patients. Extensive follow-up studies with large sample size would be necessary, anyway, for clarifying the impact of these solutions, possibly disclosing the opportunity of release further applications of these approaches for mitigating the effects of chronic diseases, improving the individual self-care attitude by providing the users with visual information on their current conditions and their potential change over time. Such a scenario could mitigate health risks through a persuasive and pervasive use of these technologies.

These applications probably tend to elicit the same processes underlying the effects of game-based solutions for health [84], based, for instance, on making the person aware of the consequences of their actions (feeling competent and “in charge”) and, possibly, sharing these information with other individuals. Obviously, proposing any gamification (adopting engaging game-like features in applications that are designed for scopes not including the leisure – e.g., exercise and education) feature could be premature without an adequate series of studies. It is not strange that this is envisioned even in applications using virtual reality settings and Digital Twins for construction safety training [85].
However, they could become one of the many components of a multi-faceted technological ecosystem for health [86] where each patient can experience the feeling of being involved in the care processes by making them aware of their conditions and of their options in decision-making through portable, personal, engaging solutions [47]. Such a scenario could exploit the data collected on a person to generate multiple Digital Twins, designed in specific ways for the well-being and the scopes of the user (patient, for self-care, or physician, for diagnostics), interconnecting them where it would be appropriate and useful.

Beyond these applications targeting individual users (even if groups engaging tasks through the same mHealth app including Digital Twins of each member can be envisioned), Digital Twins can be developed [87] for assisting the strategies of decentralization in healthcare systems (a remedy to their overload), especially exploiting wider networks including mobile systems, wearables, IoMT and smart environments. This approach would lead to an improvement of the healthcare system sustainability by spreading virtual replicas of the patients and of any person at risk (and everyone is at health risk even through a healthy aging process) who can find easy and acceptable the usage of a smartphone. However, the usability and the acceptance of Digital Twins can raise further issues that are introduced in next section.

4 Human-Centric Perspectives

The panorama of Digital Twin solutions for healthcare is certainly rich of different options for helping patients, clinicians, researchers, and anyone involved in this domain for ameliorating the health conditions of individuals and groups. Obviously, improvements can be made. Aside the technical enhancements of sensors capabilities, computational power, connection reliability and speed, there are aspects that must be addressed in order to be ready for the introduction of these technologies. Handling these issues requires a “human-centric” perspective that must lead any healthcare 4.0 system to appropriately serve its users [88,89]. In this domain, such a point of view is intrinsically based on approaches promoting the engagement of patients and stakeholders (especially in terms of collaboration), the growth in awareness of one’s health, the competitive advantage of systems like hospitals in terms of care and costs. Accordingly, a methodological and paradigmatic shift towards the centrality of the person can be helpful to envision how to improve the Digital Twin systems even before their most recent technical features will be implemented (possibly predicting the problems that could be generated by them). Next sections will present two examples of human-centric topics in this discussion.

The first one will focus on a potential strategy to improve the experience of the experts interacting with a Digital Twin by adding “phygital” features to it. This focus on Digital Twin users (e.g., clinicians, researchers) is quite advantageous for
involving them in the decision-making processes, considering the complexity of handling a virtual system that can affect the real one. The proposed solution can be seen as an insight offered to “twinning designers” that could be inspired to further exploit the convergent technologies supporting the Digital Twins for easing the interaction of the experts with the virtual models of health-related systems.

The second one will be dedicated to the ethical issues raised by Digital Twins as “tentative” replicas of human beings or of systems bringing sensitive data on individuals and groups. These issues must be managed far before the introduction of novel technologies into the market and in any real use context. Such a perspective is definitely human-centric: it pays attention to problems that could be generated by the introduction of novel technologies, enabling actions and situations that could not have been expected by the developers or by any stakeholders.

4.1 Beyond Digital Twins: Phygital Twins

A recent opinion paper proposed the term of “Phygital Twins” in neuroergonomics (the discipline that, according to neuroscientific methods, investigates and improves the interactions between a person and the other elements of a system) applied to HRI design [25]. This neologism – previously used in [90] to label an IoT setup collecting data to depict an environment in precision agriculture applications – refers to the opportunity of blending physical and real dimensions in “phygital” spaces and interactions [91,92], possibly as extensions of Tactile User Interfaces (TUIs) within a general trend of virtuality-reality confluence [41] that involves healthcare too [93]. Interestingly, such a trend matches the expectations underlying the most recent ways to define the metaverse, a digital world possibly encompassing and intertwining cyber-physical systems and Digital Twins with their connection with the real world [94].

In operative terms, Fig. 3 depicts an example of Phygital Twin based on [25]. In this case, the Physical Twin is based on a system including an exoskeleton and its user. Such a system can be fully replicated by a Digital Twin that does not enable any physical interaction or by a Phygital Twin, which replicates just certain components of its real counterpart as digital objects. The other components are replicated by physical objects. Overall, the digital and physical replicas are integrated within an extended reality model. In this model, the physical objects are constituted by instances of the same product (it could be any kind of physical system, certainly not only robots) in the Physical Twin. Both digital and phygital settings are experienced by a remote expert through a headset for mixed reality. In this example, such a setup enables a live visualization of anomalies in the right shoulder muscles of the wearable robot user.
Figure 3. On the top of the image - adapted from [25] we show a human-exoskeleton system within a use context. This Physical Twin is connected to the bottom twins. Left: a Digital Twin (in green) - this is a virtual replica of the system on top. Right: a Phygital Twin - a “holographic” replica of the device user on a mannequin “wearing” a second exoskeleton into a laboratory. The smartphone held by the user is employed to collect data and to interact with the exoskeleton and with the remote expert assessing the situation for improving the device settings.

Differently from the case of the Digital Twin, the expert interacting with the Phygital Twin can influence the model and test its future states through intuitive physical interactions with haptic feedback offered by a real exoskeleton. Importantly, the case presented in Fig. 3 shows the exoskeleton user interacting with a mobile phone, enabling (beyond any data collection of their conditions) a communication with the remote expert. Through this channel, the exoskeleton user can provide or negate the informed consent to receive any update of the wearable robot software based on the Phygital Twin predictions and the expert decisions.

Overall, the physical components of the Phygital Twin would facilitate the assessment and the management of the Physical Twin, and they would replicate their counterparts with higher reliability than any digital model because they are constituted by the same items. Further computer-generated objects and settings may also be integrated in the visual scene in a virtual environment fully surrounding the user. Furthermore, another phone can help the remote expert to interact with the
Phygital Twin without a fully immersive scenario, especially for focusing on specific details on the individual conditions. About the latter, the paper in [25] focused on neuroergonomics in HRI contexts with exemplary cases akin to Phygital Twins in fields like bionic prosthetics [95,96] and rehabilitation technologies [97], envisioning the generation of quantifiable indices of healthy and pathological conditions or response to treatments: digital biomarkers [98] becoming a “phygital biomarker” thanks to the informational components based on physical interactions that can be exploited by a clinician for evaluating the individual conditions [69]. Interestingly, novel frameworks considering dual Digital Twins representing patients and clinicians within a telerehabilitation setting already provides scenarios that can take advantage of this approach [72].

However, the “twinning design” concept proposed by [25] is potentially not limited to human-centered robot design and neuroergonomic evaluation into a “metalaboratory” (a hybrid context where virtual and real items can be manipulated to influence each other) that surely has a great potential for biomedical research and healthcare. Indeed, any item that (before and after its deployment) can be physically replicated and integrated within a Phygital Twin may constitute part of the implementation of this paradigm. This may be the case of an assistive or rehabilitative device, or a home environment as a whole, especially for testing the appropriateness of introducing IoT devices [70] in terms of individual reactions (detected through data collected by means of distal and wearable sensors). Obviously, this would require a certain level of actuation in the Physical Twin, but this could become an important option for easing the activity of a remote clinician or researcher desiring to modify the surroundings of a frail person in order to evaluate their conditions or for anticipating the interventions to be adopted when certain symptoms initiate to occur [69]. Certainly, this approach can be used for evaluating medical devices too, especially (as in the example) robotic systems. It would also be interesting to predict the learning performance of health tech users and clinical trainees, but it is important to not let the enthusiasm for modeling exceed in computationally depicting and, hazardously, de-personalizing any human being. Such a situation would be detrimental in terms of human-centric design: involving people and considering holistically their setting would not be enough to counter any fall in catching the value of the person represented by a software-based model. This last point leads to the next sub-section, dedicated to ethical issues in twinning processes and their results.

4.2 Ethical Issues in Twinning for Health

The technologies supporting these paradigms surely have limitations: replicating live processes in ecologically valid contexts surely brings a computational burden, preceded by the connectivity issues generated by the effort of approaching real-time conditions. However, Digital Twins also raise a series of questions that must be faced for introducing them in real contexts, pondering topics like technology acceptance [99]. Ethical issues are certainly among the problems that
should be considered before planning the development of any technological solution in order to make it truly human-centric, especially when we consider situations requiring quick decision-making processes as in several healthcare procedures [61] and, in general, most precision medicine scenarios that are considered by HTA [100].

Accordingly, the authors of [101] proposed an “ethical map” of the potential ethical issues that Digital Twin could generate. According to this map, there could be sources of ethical issues in data collection (hypercollection, data quality, and unorthodox use of data), data management (ownership and accessibility of data, brokerage, hacking), data analysis (biased algorithms, biased training data set), information use (disease decontextualization, epistemic injustice, overdiagnosis). These items can lead to heterogeneous issues, encompassing the distortion of the physician’s diagnosis or the distortion of the patient’s body image, and even detrimental effects on the doctor-patient relationship. Further issues can affect the privacy and the consent in data authoring, representation, storage, and use: the standardization of these aspects should aim at assuring that only authorized people can access and edit personal information on patients. Even the definitions of concepts like normality, enhancement, and extension of human beings must be pondered. These themes cross domains encompassing engineering and philosophy[102].

For instance, [103] discusses how the requests of personalized medicine of fine grained information on individuals can be supported by the exploitation of Digital Twins to assess the emerging data-driven healthcare practices, even pondering their implications for therapy, preventive care, and human augmentation. However, representing the physiological state and the habits of a person over time leads to the need of reflecting on what we consider a therapeutic intervention or an enhancement procedure: while these technologies emerge, we must carefully define the risks on these aspects, pointing at the concept of normality (difficultly depicted through quantitative parameters in most cases). Thinking about these issues is a premise to weight the societal impact of Digital Twins alongside other criticalities as in the domains of transparency and privacy in data usage.

On the other hand, [104] highlights the concrete challenges posed by Digital Twins in terms of interactions between people and their virtual counterparts before discussing how a digital item may replicate a person. The author interestingly analyzes the peculiarities of Digital Twins, remarking their dynamic quality in co-adapting with their Physical Twins. The focus on human beings, especially about their health and value, is particularly demonstrated by the attention in depicting the relationships between physical and simulated worlds as bidirectional activities: representation and control. This is especially important for clarifying how the Digital Twins can be depicted as a way to influence the people and the organizations they model through their predictive power, generating potential concerns (in particular considering the possibility of having an embodied replica that could be perceived as an extension of the original body). The author discusses how Digital
Twins do not fundamentally threaten the individual integrity, and their challenges are affordable. However, it could be critically important to consider the opportunity for a person to have control over their simulated representation. This implies the need of a dynamic consent (mimicking the dynamic quality of twinning itself), enabling a person to approve to be represented by a Digital Twin, even selecting if this is allowed for therapy or for health prediction. However, if a person does not have control over their Digital Twin (or they are not aware of it), this could become an illegitimate representation, approaching the perception of a shift towards an inappropriate surveillance. Even if this latter aspect can be countered by solutions of privacy-by-design and value-sensitive design typically discussed in contexts of IoT and ambient intelligence [70] and in the ubiquitous and pervasive scenarios of IoMT and mHealth [105], it is definitely important to consider their potential impact to define a responsible way to deal with any emergent technology enabling novel paradigms of modeling and interaction. Interestingly, the proposal in [104] to employ embodied machines for enabling the person to have a true interaction with their computational model matches the user-centered proposal of the aforementioned Phygital Twins of the previous sub-section: this way, a solution proposed for easing an expert (e.g., clinician, researcher, designer, manager) in the fruition of a technological representation can help solving a morally sensitive issue for a patient. These are among the conditions that, according to the author, can make a Digital Twin an ethically justifiable form of human (and human health) representation. It would be wise to discuss them within the dialectics about the factors facilitating or restraining the adoption of twinning procedures [106].

As suggested above, the human-centric role of these issues is based on the opportunity to anticipate potential problems (possibly through design guidelines and standardization policies) for the human capabilities and dignity while even pondering the opportunities offered by innovations that never cease to create innovative frameworks from the confluence of different technologies [107].

5 Conclusion

The advantages of emulating and simulating complex systems are certainly obvious: it is possible to investigate a digital model representing a complex system by imitating its behavior and its inner structure. The most recent data-intensive network-based computing solutions are enabling a further revolution through the Digital Twins: real-time replicas of physical systems that can be analysed in their current and future states in order to influence them (according to the decisions of humans or intelligent agents or, synergistically, both). Digital Twins definitely represent a revolution in exploring the potential confluence of a variety of solutions for data collection and analysis, computational modeling, and interaction design for practical scopes. Surely, they can ease our way to handle complexities from the scale of tissues to the one of cities. Obviously, the promises of Digital Twins need further investigations, especially pondering their human-centric aspects.
This is especially true when we consider the applications of Digital Twins in healthcare domains – for instance: understanding the potential paths of a disease progression in individuals for adapting a therapy or for evaluating and optimizing the allocation of resources across a community during a pandemic particularly hitting the elderly population, assessing and improving the control of robotic medical devices according to the data collected from users with disabilities. Replicating organs, individuals, medical devices, or even a hospital can be successful examples of a strategy that needs novel sources of data and channel of intervention for refining its contribution to the frameworks enabling precision medicine and connected care.

In particular, mHealth offers unique opportunities for developing Digital Twins of mobile users and of the systems within they act. This approach aims at predicting and managing the system conditions through personal data and interventions that can be, respectively, gathered and provided ubiquitously, literally following the person and interacting with the surrounding devices. In particular, it discusses the personal use of an implementation of a Digital Twin as the avatar of a mobile user, specifically a patient who can find the visualization of the simulacrum as a solution to elicit attitude and proactivity for self-care.

This chapter presented introductory perspectives on this kind of scenarios as an overview of opportunities and critical aspects that must be handled to fully benefit from these novel technological solutions even before their actual development and access to the market. Easing the work of clinical experts in interacting with an intuitive Phygital Twin and facing the ethical issues intrinsically tied to the twinning process and its results are just two examples of human-centric aspects that must be pondered in this domain. Through these exemplary (critical and purposeful) perspectives, Digital Twins can also work as an interface with our well-being, the medical devices, and the healthcare services.
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